5th generation | The future is here

Gives you
the best holiday

Basic
Camp-let | www.camp-let.com

Classic

Premium

5th generation | The World of Camp-let

4
5 years
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Welcome to

The World
of Camp-let

Time and freedom for all kinds of fun
A Camp-let gives you the chance to enjoy camping
at its best. Without skimping on luxuries such as a
kitchen, high-quality beds, a large lounge, plenty of
luggage space – and much more besides. The com
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pact size facilitates easy handling and a clear rear view,
while storage requires less space.
A Camp-let is designed to be as easy as possible to set
up and pack away again, leaving you time for all the
fun things you want to do on your holiday.

Quick setup – 3 simple steps
Three simple steps and a matter of minutes – and
you’re ready to enjoy your holiday. Gas-assisted open

1.

The built in kitchen swings
out - all kitchen models can
be used en-route.

2.

ing means one person can open a Camp-let with no
need for additional assistance.

The trailer lid opens up. A
practical gas-assisted opening
helps you open and shut the
trailer.
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3.

The large awning and sleeping
compartments open in a single
movement.

5th generation
Camp-let 5th generation - a recently developed
range which combines many years of experience
with input from loyal customers and suppliers.

New trailers and many tent details
The new trailer is aerodynamically designed to make
your journey more economical and eco-friendly.
The trailer also offers increased luggage space with
fine-tuning of the kitchen functionality.
The integrated aluminium roof bars give you the op
tion of easily fitting optional extras as required.
In cooperation with Isabella the camp-lets now
come with a quality acrylic material which is breath
able and through vigorous testing will provide a
longer lifespan as well as an ideal indoor climate
whatever the weather.
The camp-let range of tents offer a host of new ven
tilation and storage options, to make your holiday
even more comfortable.

“This product
brings
freedom”

“Our goal is and always has been to create a product that gives
our customers the freedom and ability to enjoy their holiday to
the maximum.”
Hans Jørn Nissen, Director

Environment and economy – hand in hand
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓

Minimum additional fuel consumption
Low weight – easy to tow
Low profile – a clear rear view
More comfortable to tow than a caravan

Whilst towing a Camp-let you have an unob
structed rear view, only a slight increase in fuel
and the low towing weight (250 kg - 275 kg)
means the vast majority of cars can tow one.
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Clever details – to make life a little easier

Comfortable sofa | The bed in the sleeping compartment
on the left can be rapidly converted into a comfortable
sofa – if there are only two of you, there’s plenty of room
for luggage behind the sofa.

Luggage space and pockets | Clever details – luggage
space beneath the Camp-let and pockets in the sleeping
compartments make day-to-day living in the tent much
easier.

Ventilation | Many practical ventilation options offer a
pleasant indoor climate, even on hot days.

Quality kitchen | Kitchen with sink, electric water pump,
three gas burners, non-slip surface in the storage compart
ments and generous workspace on the specially devel
oped worktop.

A helping hand | Practical gas-assisted opening help to
open and close the trailer. The gas spring means one per
son can easily handle setting up.

Storage after your holiday | Using a storage bracket, the
trailer is put upright and can be pushed into the garage.
For details of the storage bracket, see optional extras.

See optional extras on pages 10–11 | Overview of models on the back page
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5th generation | Basic and Basic+

Basic and Basic+

2-4
Area
17 m2
Unladen weight
250 kg
Load capacity
250 kg
Dimensions when closed	323 × 160 × 95 cm
Dimensions when open 526 × 400 cm
Bed dimensions
140 x 200 cm
Colours
Grey/sand
Canvas material
Acrylic

160 cm

160 cm

250 cm

Basic+ gives you a standard
kitchen with ample storage
capacity and working
height.

570 cm

215 cm

Camp-let’s basic models, Basic and Basic+, give you
plenty of space for all the family. Basic is very compact
when the trailer is closed, yet spacious and practical
when the tent is erected. The 17 m2 tent space inclu
des two double sleeping compartments and a nice
livingroom. For optimum quality and longevity
- the canvas is doubled around the tentpoles and the
most vulnerable points are reinforced.
Choose between Basic and Basic+. Basic is supplied
without a kitchen, while Basic+ has the same kitchen
as the Classic with three stainless steel gas burners, a
13 litre water tank, electric water pump, kitchen sink
and generous worktop.

400 cm
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“Our best
investment”

“Instead of taking a charter holiday abroad, we bought a Camp-let,
and we’ve never regretted it. In the four years we’ve had our Camplet, we’ve spent countless hours of fun in it with our family and
friends.”
Anne-Mette, Ralf, Mia and Bella, Kolding – Denmark

Classic is equipped with Camp-let’s standard kitchen, which
has 3 gas burners and a generous worktop, etc.

Classic offer excellent expansion options. Guest annex with 2
extra berths, sun canopy for shade and side and front screen to
provide shelter from the wind.
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Classic

4-6

Camp-let Classic is the ideal trailer tent for people
who like a little extra pampering and holiday comforts.
Thanks to the 18 m2 tent, there is plenty of room for
a family of four. Classic has a built-in kitchen with 3
stainless steel gas burners, a 13 litre water tank, elec
tric water pump and kitchen sink. Classic is equipped
with a specially-developed breathable acrylic canvas.
Are there more than four of you travelling together?
No problem. You’ll never run out of space with a
Camp-let Classic. Just add a guest annex, a sun
canopy an a reversible side and front screen. The
tent offers effective ventilation options, comfortable
high density foam mattresses and, like all Camp-let
models, Classic is 100% rustfree.
Area
18 m2
Unladen weight
250 kg
Load capacity
250 kg
Dimensions when closed	323 × 160 × 95 cm
Dimensions when open 569 × 400 cm
Bed dimensions
140 x 200 cm
Colours
Light grey/dark grey
Canvas material
Acrylic

160 cm

Strong PVC bucket ground
sheet creates a dry, warm
awning and reduces bugs.
Easy to fit with strong and
ultra-reliable Velcro.

The new, aerodynamic trailer
keeps wind resistance down
and fuel consumption low,
while allowing generous lug
gage space for all the family.

270 cm

590 cm

215 cm

160 cm

400 cm
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“A perfect
holiday with
children”

“On our camping trips, we felt we needed something simple, com
fortable and spacious – and the Camp-let is all those things. Our
two children love it – and the dog can even come too.”
Gitte and Tue Sørensen, Agerbæk – Denmark

Premium offer deluxe kitchen. Generous worktop, storage
compartment and practical drawers for cutlery and other
kitchen utensils. All kitchen models can be used en-route.

Premium give you a world of expansion options. Guest annex
can be added on both sides of the tent, and a large awning or
sun canopy at the front. Alternatively, the sun canopy can be
fitted after the awning.
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Premium

4+

Camp-let Premium is elegantly designed and wellthought-out down to the last detail. The Premium
tent has been tested through several seasons and
can therefore be designated as top rate in our
range of tents. The breathable acrylic material with
solution-died fibres gives the tent a pleasant indoor
climate as well as optimum durability.
Premium gives you luxury and clever details, such
as ventilation on both sides of the tent, pelmet with
pockets, wardrobe rail, covered zip, luggage space
beneath the Camp-let – and much more besides.
Area
Unladen weight
Load capacity
Dimensions when closed
Dimensions when open
Bed dimensions
Colours
Canvas material

18 m2
275 kg
225 kg
323 × 160 × 95 cm
569 × 400 cm
140 x 200 cm
Light blue/dark blue
Acrylic

160 cm

For added comfort, Premium
are equipped as standard with
a R\H\S memory foam topper
on top of the high density
foam mattresses.in the right
side.

The Premium trailer is
elegantly designed with
integrated roof bars, recessed
lights and a practical opening
mechanism.

270 cm

590 cm

215 cm

160 cm

400 cm
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Optional extras – for your Camp-let

Slatted base | For additional comfort
and ventilation beneath the mattresses.

Mattress topper | This luxurious
mattress topper offers additional
comfort – standard in right side of P.

Insulation mats | Extend the season
with extra insulation beneath the mat
tresses.

Bicycle rack | Taking your bicycles on
holiday is easy – available for 2 or 4
bicycles.

Roof rack | An easy way to take extra
items with you on holiday.

Winter cover | Protect your Camp-let
from dust and dirt while in storage for
the winter.

Luggage cover | Protect the Camp-let
from scratches during transportation.

Tarpaulin | Protects the trailer from
dirt and dust, and the expansion zip
offers additional luggage space.

Luggage locker | Make space for a
Fridge, toilet, gas canister or other
luggage.

Road and hand brake | Ensures
comfortable driving in hilly terrain even
with a small car.

Jockey wheel | For easy handling, and
to enable easy manoeuvring of the
Camp-let into tight spaces.

Storage bracket on wheels | Store
your camper upright to save space.

Spare wheel and carrier | Practical
under-trailer mounting.

Sports alloy wheels | A smart, sporty
look to complement the aerodynamic
design.

Ball hitch lock | Secure your Camp-let
against theft. Easy-to-mount coupling
lock.
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Pocket flap | Keep things organised
during your holiday – standard in C/P.

Bucket Groundsheet | Strong PVC
bucket groundsheet creates a dry,
warm awning and reduces bugs.

Cable kit | Power sockets in the camper,
conveniently pole-mounted.
3 power outlets, 25 m strong rubber cable.

Wardrobe rail | Practical clothes
hanging between the sleeping
compartments – standard in C/P.

Lamp shade and tablecloth | Elegant
design and matching colours for a
homely feel.

Lamp holder | Hanging the lamp is
simple, and adjustable using the
telescopic bracket.

Sun canopy and side and front
screen (B/C) | The side and front
screen can be reversed as required.

Nature sun canopy (B/C) | Provides
shelter and shade.

Guest annex (C/P) | The window zips
off easily to allow the compartment to
be zipped on.

Sun canopy and side screen canopy
(P) | A covered "patio" extends the
long summer evenings, and the side
screen provides shelter from the wind.

Awning (P) | Offers 10 m2 of additional
space and can be further expanded to
include a guest compartment or sun
canopy.

(B) = Basic (C) = Classic (P) = Premium

The long list of extras enables you to
personalise your Camp-let.
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Model overview

Basic/Basic+

Classic

Premium

High density foam mattresses

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Memory foam mattress topper (One side)

O

O

Fibre-glass bodywork

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Description
Sofa
13" wheels

Integrated roof bars
Gas assisted opening
Unladen weight 250 kg - Load capacity 250 kg
Unladen weight 275 kg - Load capacity 225 kg
Wardrobe rail, roof bar and support pole
Standard kitchen

O
Basic+ only

3
3

O

3
3
3

3
3
3
3

1

3

4

3

3

3
3
3
3

3
3

Deluxe kitchen
Pockets in sleeping compartment

3

Practical pelmet with pockets
Luggage compartment beneath trailer
Veranda solution option
Sleeping compartment ventilation
Kitchen ventilation

3

Kitchen ventilation canopy
Side window ventilation
Optional sun canopy/nature sun canopy

3

Optional guest annex
Optional large sun canopy
Optional awning
Internal mud flaps
Breathable acrylic canvas

3
3

3
3

High roof structure
O = optional accessory

Dealer

Camp-let A/S · Vestergade 10 · Arnum · DK-6510 Gram
Tel. +45 74 82 61 35 · Fax +45 74 82 65 80
www.camp-let.com · mail@camp-let.dk

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

E&OE in all specifications · Design and layout: Nobrainer Web

2 large double sleeping compartments

